We construct an adaptive asymptotically optimal in order in the weight Hilbert space norms signal denoising on the background noise and its energy measurement, with hight precision near the boundary of the signal.
Introduction. Statement of problem
A mathematical model: the cardiogram f = f (x), x ∈ [−1, 1] is Rieman integrable unknown function observed in the points {x(i) = x(i, n), i = 1, 2, . . . , n} on the background additive white noise ǫ(i), on the other terms: regression problem (R):
where {ǫ(i)} is an additive noise; ǫ(i) are independent centered: Eǫ(i) = 0 normed random variables (r.v.), Var[ǫ(i)] = 1, with unknown distribution; in particular, r.v. ǫ(i) not necessary to be Gaussian distributed; so that
x(i) = x(i, n) = (2i − n − 1)/(n − 1), (n ≥ 15), f = f (x) be a Rieman integrable unknown function (on the other terms, signal, for instance, cardiogram).
Our aim is to offer the so-called adaptive optimal in order as n → ∞ in the modular Hilbert space sense estimation of a function (signal) f = f (x) and its energy of arbitrary order with a greet precision especially near the boundaries x = ±1.
In the ordinary Hilbert spaces this problem is considered in many publications; see, for instance, [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [11] , [15] and reference therein. |φ k (x)| < ∞, uniform Lipshitz continuous:
orthonormal polynomial system relative some non-trivial non-negative integrable weight signal function γ = γ(x) :
We impose henceforth the following conditions on the weight function
We redefine the weight function γ = γ(x) at the boundary points x = ±1 as follows:
The conditions (1.a), (1.b) and (1.c) are satisfied, e.g. for the weight function
for the classical (normed!) Jacobi's polynomial, which we will denote
As long as we need to estimate with greet precision the behavior of unknown function f (x) near the points x = ±1, we will suppose further that
Note that
obviously when α, β > −1/2; B(α, β) denotes ordinary Beta-function. Many used for us information about orthogonal polynomials see in [5] , [13] , [14] . For instance, there are described the recurrence relations of a view
with initial conditions
where
For instance,
These recurrent relations with correspondent initial conditions may be used for the programming of offered algorithms. Remark 1. By our opinion, it is convenient for the practical using to choose the interval (0,1) instead (-1,1) and the weight function
is the density of the well-known Beta distribution. Then φ 0 (x) = 1,
The useful values of the parameters α, β are following:
For arbitrary integrable function f : [−1, 1] → R we put
be the Fourier-Riesz coefficients of a function f (·) over the system Φ. Let w = w(k), k = 1, 2, . . . be some positive function (sequence), for example, w(k) = k m , m ≥ 0. The value of m is said to be the order of energy; not necessary to be integer.
We will called the function w = w(k) the energy weight, in contradiction to the notion signal weight γ = γ(x).
We introduce the following Hilbert modular space B = B(Φ, w), which will called modular Hilbert weight space, consisting on all the (measurable) functions {f } with finite quadratic functional
The Hilbert's norm in this space may be defined as usually:
For instance, W (w)[f ] may be integral on the square of derivative of an arbitrary order of the signal f (·) :
or its weight modification:
In the case when
For instance, the Sobolev's spaces W 
will be called Energy or more exactly w − Energy of the signal f. We denote any estimation of W (f ) as W (n, f ).
Loss functions.
We define the following loss function L = L(g(n, ·), f (·)) for an arbitrary estimation of the function f (more exactly, the sequence of estimations)
We denote as for the arbitrary energy estimation W (n, f ) as M(W (n, f ), W (f )) the following loss function (functional):
3. Denotations. We denote:
3 Adaptive signal estimation: denoising 1. Offered estimations. Let us denote the truncated Fourier-Riesz's sum for the function f (x) as follows:
and correspondingly
The non-random variables c n (k) are usually consistent approximations of a Fourier (or Fourier-Riesz) coefficients c(k); they are Rieman integral sums for the function
Let us consider a so-called projection, or Tchentzov's estimation f (N, n, x) of the function f (·) of a view
where random variables c(k, n) are usually consistent estimations of a Fourier coefficients c(k) based on the date ξ(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, namely, for the considered regression problem R
We denote also
Notice that
A(N, n).
We assume in addition that
This condition guarantee us that
For example, if γ(x) = 1 and ρ(N) ≍ N −2∆ , N → ∞, then the last condition implies the well-known inequality ∆ > 1/2, see, e.g. [6] , [8] .
Analogous conclusion is true when
is called regular varying as N → ∞ function. Used for us facts about slowly and regular varying function see in the classical monograph of E.Seneta [12] .
The condition (7a) holds also when ρ(N) ≍ N −2∆ L(N), ∆ > 1/2, and if the signal weight function γ(x) satisfied the conditions (1a),(1b) and (1c).
Further, we introduce the following important (random) statistics (functionals):
and we introduce our estimationf (n, x) of a function f (x) as follows:
Note that M(n) is a random sequence which depended only on the source sample {ξ(i)}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (adaptivity).
2.
We suppose also
Another case, i.e. when, e.g.,
may be investigated analogously.
3. Obviously, in the considered here regression problem R we must impose some conditions on the errors of measurements ǫ(i). We suppose in addition that the centered and normed variables {ǫ(i)} satisfy the following condition: there exist a finite positive constants q, Q such that for all positive values u
It may be assumed in many practical cases that the r.v.{ǫ(i)} are Gaussian distributed; in this case the inequality (13a) holds with parameters q = 2 and Q = 1.
Main result
If we choose N = N 0 , then we conclude that the optimal speed of convergence for the non-adaptive estimation is asymptotically A * (n) : as n → ∞
At the same result is true for our adaptive estimation. Recall that we suppose the conditions (1a), (1b), (1c), (7a), (11a) and (13a) to be satisfied. Theorem 1. Let K be arbitrary regular function space with a norm || · ||K compactly embedded in the space B = B(Φ, w). We denote the minimax value of the loss function as A * (n) = A * (n, K, Z), Z = const ∈ (0, ∞) :
where " inf " is calculated over all, including even non adaptive estimations of f (·). We assert that under conditions for adaptive estimation our estimationf (n, ·) is asymptotically as n → ∞ optimal up to finite multiplicative constant in the minimax sense on the arbitrary regular function classes K compactly embedded in the modular space W = W (Φ, w):
5. Variance estimation. Note that the consistent 1/ √ n estimation σ 2 (n) of the value σ 2 may be constructed by formulae [8] , [11] 
6. Confidence region. For the rough building of the confidence domain, also adaptive, in the B(Φ, γ) norm we proved the following result.
Theorem 2. We assert under at the same conditions as in theorem 1 that there exist positive finite non-random constructive and estimative constants Y j = Y j (γ, Φ, K, Z), j = 1, 2 and for the problem (R)
and correspondingly lim n→∞ ||f (n,
Therefore, we conclude: with probability tending to one as n → ∞
More exact computation show us that
Therefore, with probability tending to 0.95
Energy estimation
In order to detect a distortion in the signal, for instance, infarction, heart attack, apoplexy in the cardiodiagnostics; leakage in the pipelines, in particular, in the nuclear reactors we offer to estimate its energy and comprise with it standard value up to confidence domain.
Ordinary energy.
Let us define for simplicity the so-called ordinary energy functional
More exactly, we intend to consistent estimate (consistently) the truncated energy functional of a view
where P N 0 (n) f denotes the projection of the function f (·) onto the subspace generated by the first N 0 (n) polynomials φ k (·), k = 1, 2, . . . , .
But it is evident that asymptotically as n → ∞ G → G(f ).
If we define as a first approximation the following estimation for the functional G the following expression
then we obtain
therefore an asymptotical non-biased estimate of a G = G(f ) based on the G 0 (n) has a view
Theorem 3. As n → ∞ the r.v. G(n) has Gaussian distribution with parameters
2. Energy of general order. Let us define
We consider in this pilcrow only the case w(k) = w θ (k) ≍ k θ , θ = const > 0, k → ∞; the case when w(k) is regular varying as k → ∞ may be considered analogously.
We find by direct calculation under assumption f ∈ W w 2 :
If we choose
we obtain the optimal in order non-adaptive as n → ∞ estimation of the energy W w (f ) of a viewŴ
Ent[z] denotes the integer part of the number z, and
Notice that in the case when ∆ ≥ 0.5θ + 1/4
i.e. optimality in order as n → ∞.
In order to construct an adaptive estimation of the variable W w (f ), we introduce the following statistics:
and introduce the following adaptive estimation (measurement) of energy W w [f ] :
Theorem 4. Suppose f ∈ W 2θ and
where as before L = L(N) is slowly varying as N → ∞ function. Proposition:
Notice that if ∆ ≥ θ/2 + 1/2, then
(optimality in order as n → ∞ of offered adaptive energy estimation).
6
Sketch of proofs.
1. Denoising. We have the expansion:
The r.v. {η(k)} are centered, asymptotically independent and normal distributed with variance as n → ∞
On the other words, we get as a first approximation the following expression:
where {ζ(k)} are independent and standard normal distributed r.v. We find by direct calculations:
We conclude by virtue of adaptive conditions that for some positive constant C = C(γ)
Further considerations are alike to the [1] , [10] , chapter 5, section 13. Notice that with probability one
see [1] , [10] , chapter 5, section 13.
2. Ordinary energy estimation. We have
The asymptotical normality follows from the classical CLT. We can and will assume without loss of generality that the function f (·) has a bounded derivative.
We have for arbitrary values ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2) :
n,k + σ
n,k + σ |F n (x) − F (x)||φ k (x)||γ / (x)| dx ≤ C 5 ǫ −κ /n.
Therefore,
We conclude choosing ǫ = 0.25/n : . Indeed, we have as n → ∞
